The Old railway, Canterbury Road, Wingham, Canterbury, CT3 1NH
£575,000

A great opportunity to build a stunning bespoke home on an
extensive plot of circa 3/5 Acres subject to offer within the much
sought after village of Wingham. Details of the current planning
permission are available ( see link and planning ref below).
Our sellers have just sited a Luxury Norwegian Log cabin within
the plot which can also be available to the purchaser of this plot
with planning but it isn't available separately.
There is currently planning permission for a detached dwelling All details can be found on Dover District Council website
www.dover.gov.uk under Ref: 18/01321 Address: The Old
Railway Station, Canterbury Road, Wingham CT3 1NH.

The current planning permission granted is for a detached single
storey home approximately 1991 sq ft/185 sq meters with a
garage of 28 msq/301 sq ft..

This extensive land plot is situated within the sought after village of
Wingham making it convenient for access to the Cathedral City of
Canterbury, village of Ash, Littlebourne and market town of
Sandwich. Amenities locally are within approximately half a mile
and include pub, restaurants, shop, church, school and village hall
to name a few.
Note: copyright/image credits del Ranzio & del Ranzio LLP.

Floorplans may not be to scale and are for illustrative purposes only. Every care has been taken with the preparation of these Sales Particulars, but complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Buyers should in all cases verify
matters for themselves. Where property alterations have been undertaken buyers should check that relevant permissions have been obtained. If there is any point, which is of particular importance let us know and we will verify it
for you. These Particulars do not constitute a contract or part of a contract and all measurements are approximate. Regal Estates have not tested the equipment, appliances and services in this property. We advise all applicants
to commission the appropriate investigations before exchange of contract.
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